FOR TACTICAL OPERATIONS WITH NO ROOM FOR ERROR

SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT FOR SECURITY PROFESSIONALS

BOOK YOUR STAND SPACE NOW:
ENFORCETAC.COM/STANDAPPLICATION

In the security segment, Enforce Tac is much valued as a platform for professional dialogue in a discreet atmosphere. The high calibre of exhibitors and visitors underscores the importance of the event.

Faced with increasingly complex security scenarios, official security experts are specifically looking for state-of-the-art equipment like ballistic protection, optics and optronics, sensors, CBRN detection and defence and modular add-ons. Thanks to its stringent admission criteria, Enforce Tac is also the ideal venue for presenting and exploring sensitive issues and products.

The European Police Trainer Conference (EPTC) hosted by Polizeitrainer in Deutschland (PiD), the German Police University Conference and the Nuremberg Security Conference all take place alongside the exhibition, attracting even more experts to Nuremberg.

Become an exhibitor and present yourself effectively to your target group!

PERFECTLY PREPARED FOR CHALLENGING OPERATIONS

- Guns for official agencies
- Ammunition
- Optics and optronics
- Equipment
- Information and communications technology
- Operational equipment
- Vehicles/traffic equipment
- Training
FOR TACTICAL OPERATIONS WITH NO ROOM FOR ERROR

SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT FOR SECURITY PROFESSIONALS

A SOLID PLATFORM: ENFORCE TAC 2019 IN FIGURES

- 304 exhibitors
- 4,759 trade visitors
- 13,700 m² display area

96% of exhibitors were able to reach their most important target groups at Enforce Tac 2019.

95% of exhibitors were satisfied with the calibre of the visitors.

NEW: U.T.SEC@ENFORCE TAC

The focus of U.T.SEC is on the technical, legal and practical options for using and intercepting drones and other unmanned technologies.

It provides a platform for in-depth professional dialogue with representatives of official agencies, international security experts, decision-makers from the political arena and experts from the research community.

The integration of U.T.SEC into Enforce Tac means that you will attract the attention of high-calibre trade visitors specifically seeking cutting-edge unmanned security solutions.

VEHICLES FOR SPECIAL OPERATIONS

The requirements for vehicles used by official security agencies are also constantly increasing. Take advantage of Enforce Tac to showcase your ambulances, combat, command or control vehicles to a highly specialised professional audience.

In the light of recent events the figures from the Enforce Tac 2019 Show Report were used.
Enforce Tac is a dedicated trade fair for representatives of official agencies. Its main focus is on the official procurement of police technology, equipment and training. Access is strictly limited to trade visitors with the appropriate credentials.